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The Scarlet Bride
This is a book about tiny events that had huge impacts. Some of these small events even changed the world. As you'll see
here in Napoleon's Hemorrhoids, much of history turns out to be the consequences of small acts of fortune, accident or
luck, good or bad. In the historical anecdote which lends its name to book, Napoleon's painful attack of hemorrhoids on the
morning of the famous battle of Waterloo keep him from his usual practice of inspecting the battlefield. You'll learn that
Marie Antoinette might have avoided execution if she hadn't changed her escape plan at the last minute and how Nixon's
White House taping system which caused his downfall in the Watergate scandal was revealed by an aide accidentally. Along
with history, this book also covers the fields of science, arts, sport and business. Each area is bursting with instances of
major achievement coming from the smallest of beginnings. You'll also learn that one of the world's greatest nuclear
scientists became a physicist only because he chose the wrong line while registering for his college classes. You'll discover
how Gone with the Wind, one of the most successful novels in publishing history, came about because Margaret Mitchell,
laid up with an injury, had to give up her job and stay home. How Scooby Doo, the famous cartoon dog, got his name when
chance when its creator heard Frank Sinatra singing the chorus for Strangers in the Night which contains the words ‘Scoobyscooby-do' and how the Russians arrived late for at one early Olympics because they forgot they were on a different
calendar and that Coca-Cola's most famous advertisement, launched in 1971 was inspired by an unplanned all night layover
at an Irish airport.
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Napoleon's Hemorrhoids
Finalist in the 2012 RONE Awards FOUR STARS from InD'tale Magazine February 2013 edition Top Pick Five Stars- The
Romance Reviews Sexy, Cowboy, Stamos Walker runs a work release program for nonviolent male prisoners. When Joy
Courtland shows up on his doorstep, he assumes she's the nanny. He hands her his son and rushes out to work. Joy, a
convicted felon, bonds with little Dillon immediately. Stamos isn't happy when he returns and finds out Joy is not the nanny.
While trying to get Joy back to prison through the proper channels, Stamos realizes Joy is not a killer. He doesn't want her to
go back to prison. Stamos is willing to try everything he can to keep Joy safe even if it means marriage

Dear Santa
All good things come in small packages. Quick, easy and with almost zero washing up – oven parcels are the new cooking
trend everyone is talking about. From families to the single workaholic, the updated en papillote is the perfect go-to dinner,
combining familiar ingredients with low-prep, low-mess ease. Dinner's in the Bag includes 60 tasty recipes all cookable in
foil, baking parchment or oven-proof plastic and silicone bags. Everything from healthy weekday suppers, including Sesame
pork with spring vegetables and Mussels with fennel and white wine, through to delicious veggie dishes, such as Leeks in
romesco sauce and, of course, delectable puds like Roasted rhubarb with vanilla, orange and cinnamon and Pineapple en
papillote with honey, thyme and rum. With straightforward instructions and a photo for every dish, enjoy stress-free
mealtimes without having to fork out for an InstantPot or Slow cooker. Whatever you fancy for dinner – just bag it up, pop it
in the oven and eat!

Control Burn Resist - Sequence Two
Resigning himself to the doldrums of middle age, the only thing Curly Watkins has left of his former life as a punk rocker is a
guitar and a tattoo of an octopus on his head. But his quiet new life quickly evaporates when old vices come back to haunt
him, leading to a newfound hell of drugs, drink, and murder.

How to Heal a Grieving Heart
A “tough, honed-to-the-bone thriller” of family, revenge, and organized crime along the border of Texas and Mexico—from
the award-winning author (The Dallas Morning News). Eddie Gato Wolfe is a young, impetuous member of the Wolfe family
of Texas gun-runners that goes back generations. Increasingly unfulfilled by his minor role in family operations and eager to
set out on his own, Eddie crosses the border to work security for a major Mexican drug cartel led by the ruthless La Navaja.
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Falling for a mysterious woman named Miranda, Eddie learns too late that an intimate member of La Navaja’s organization
considers her his property. When their romance is discovered, Eddie and Miranda are forced to run for their lives, fleeing
into the deadly Sonora Desert in hope of crossing the border to safety. But La Navaja’s reach is far and his lust for revenge
insatiable. If La Navaja’s men don’t kill Eddie and Miranda, the brutal desert just may. Their only hope: help from the family
that Eddie abandoned. A Men’s Journal Best Book of the Year that was shortlisted for the CWA Gold Dagger, this intimate
look inside the Mexican drug trade is “one hell of a ride” (Booklist, starred review). “Brilliant . . . Blake’s masterful actiondriven narrative and his revealing look at the ultraviolent Mexican drug trade rival the best of Don Winslow and Kem Nunn.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review “Blake’s customary zest for life and death makes his latest modern historical thriller
violent, sexy and exciting.” —Kirkus Reviews “This sand-blasted odyssey is quick, bloody and beautiful with prose as
eloquent and unexpected as a cactus flower.” —Madison County Herald

Dogcrime
Notorious bad boy Simon Harrington, third in line for his uncle’s title, has finally conceded to settling down and finding a
noble wife. Then he stumbles across a courtesan in peril on a dark London street, and his life takes an unexpected turn.
Fearing for her safety, he brings the mysterious beauty to his cousin’s School for Brides, where compromised women are
taught how to be suitable wives. But he finds it impossible simply to walk away. A poor country squire’s daughter, Laura
Precott was promised in marriage to the shadowy Earl of Westwick. Instead of making her his wife, however, he betrayed
her and forced her to become his mistress. When she learned of his plan to sell her at auction, she fled for her life. Simon
knows he must forget his feelings for such an unsuitable woman or risk disgracing his family. But when Laura’s former lover
turns out to have been murdered the very night of her escape, suspicion falls squarely on Laura. Now it is up to Simon to
prove her innocence—even if it leads to his downfall…

Mortals
Choosing between Heaven and Hell isn't as easy as it seems, especially when angels hunt you down and demons save your
sorry derrière. After nineteen years of being treated like a time bomb by the witches who raised her, Lily Star Morgan tries
her luck in the human world. She doesn’t fit in, but she’s determined to stay, and her decision pays off when gorgeous
strangers lead her into a world she never knew existed. A world where she feels she may belong, despite the fact that some
would stop at nothing to see her dead. Roth doesn't know what to do with his young, innocent mate, who was raised in the
dark about everything she needs to know. Enlightening her about the lies and betrayals woven around her isn’t an option,
nor can he inform her of the history binding them together; for now, all he can do is attempt to keep her alive. Although
every day with her might just bring him closer to madness. Little Morning Star is a New Adult paranormal romance verging
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on Urban Fantasy. This is a second version extended in 2020.

Seller's Midwifery 3e
Rhiann, an Alban priestess and princess, submits to a marriage of political necessity to Eremon, an exiled Irish prince. Out
of duty grows a powerful and desperate love that will bind them together through conflict and betrayal. As Rhiann searches
for guidance in the spirit world, little realizing how big a part she will play in this endgame, Eremon knows only that he must
risk and sacrifice many lives, perhaps even his own. The second book in the epic Dalriada trilogy, The Dawn Stag spans
three centuries and spectacularly recreates Celtic Britain at the momentous time of the Roman invasion.

God in New Testament Theology
Chanda is the Lord of Honey Flower House, which caters to those who have a taste for the paranormal between the sheets.
Being an incubus makes him all the better at the job, even if it also leaves him lonely. Then a demon appears on his
doorstep in search of a missing person, and Chanda is quickly reminded why he prefers the relatively quiet life as master of
a pleasure house—but is also reminded of a bitter past he's tried to leave behind and dreams he gave up on a long time
ago.

Dreams of Amputation
"We found so much to say, to share, to learn. For it wasn't just the Marquis de Sade profile and the sporty thighs-and-calves
that seduced me. It was even more, perhaps, or certainly just as much, the speed at which you used to read, and still
do."—Julia Kristeva "We're married, Julia and I, that's a fact, but we each have our own personalities, our own name,
activities, and freedom. Love is the full recognition of the other in their otherness. If this other is very close to you, as in this
case, it seems to me that what's at stake is harmony within difference. The difference between men and women is
irreducible; there's no possibility of fusion."—Philippe Sollers Marriage as a Fine Art is an enchanting series of exchanges in
which Julia Kristeva and Philippe Sollers, married for fifty years, speak candidly about their love. Though they live
separately, Kristeva and Sollers are fully committed to each other. Their bond is intellectual and psychological, passionate
and mundane. They share everything when together, and lose themselves in their interests when apart. Their marriage is
art, rich with history and meaning, idiosyncratic, and dynamic in its expression. Yet it is also as common as they come.
Kristeva and Sollers have lived through the same challenges, peaks, and lulls as all married couples do. With humor and
honesty, they elaborate on these moments, turning marriage's familiar aspects into exceptional examples of relating,
struggling, transcending, and being. Marriage as a Fine Art is a rare chance to know these intellectuals—and
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marriage—more intimately.

Biggest Flirts
The perfect supplement to CEH Certified Ethical Hacker All-in-One Exam Guide, this practice exams book provides valuable
test preparation for candidates preparing to pass the exam and achieve one of the fastest-growing information security
credentials available. Designed as an exam-focused study-self aid and resource, CEH Certified Ethical Hacker Practice
Exams offers practice test items from each domain of the latest CEH exam, and provides knowledge and scenario-based
questions plus one case study-based Lab Question per chapter. In-depth answer explanations for both the correct and
incorrect answers are included. The book contains more than 400 practice exam questions (in the book and electronic
content) that match the actual exam questions in content and feel. The CEH Program certifies individuals in the specific
network security discipline of Ethical Hacking from a vendor-neutral perspective. A Certified Ethical Hacker is a skilled IT
professional responsible for testing the weaknesses and vulnerabilities in target systems and uses the same knowledge and
tools as a malicious hacker. Covers all exam topics, including intrusion detection, policy creation, social engineering, ddos
attacks, buffer overflows, virus creation, and more Based on the 2011 CEH exam update Electronic content includes two
complete practice exam simulations Market / Audience The Certified Ethical Hacker certification certifies the application
knowledge of security officers, auditors, security professionals, site administrators, and anyone who is concerned about the
integrity of the network infrastructure. DOD 8570 workforce requirements include CEH as an approved commercial
credential US-CERT's EBK and Certified Computer Security Incident Handler (CSIH) standards map to CEH CEH is an
international, vendor-neutral certification that can be taken at any Prometric or VUE testing center worldwide. The exam
costs $250. The Ethical Hacker is usually employed with the organization and can be trusted to undertake an attempt to
penetrate networks and/or computer systems using the same methods as a Hacker. Hacking is a felony in the United States
and most other countries. When it is done by request and under a contract between an Ethical Hacker and an organization,
it is legal. The most important point is that an Ethical Hacker has authorization to probe the target. Matt Walker, CCNA,
CCNP, MCSE, CEH, CNDA, CPTS (Ft. Lauderdale, FL) is the IA Training Instructor Supervisor and a Sr. IA Analyst at Dynetics,
Inc., in Huntsville, Alabama. An IT education professional for over 15 years, Matt served as the Director of Network Training
Center and the Curriculum Lead and Senior Instructor for the local Cisco Networking Academy on Ramstein AB, Germany.
After leaving the US Air Force, Matt served as a Network Engineer for NASA's Secure Network Systems, designing and
maintaining secured data, voice and video networking for the agency.

Telepsychics
The greatly anticipated new novel by Norman Rush—whose first novel, Mating, won the National Book Award and was
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everywhere acclaimed—is his richest work yet. It is at once a political adventure, a social comedy, and a passionate
triangle. It is set in the 1990s in Botswana—the African country Rush has indelibly made his own fictional territory. Mortals
chronicles the misadventures of three ex-pat Americans: Ray Finch, a contract CIA agent, operating undercover as an
English instructor in a private school, who is setting out on perhaps his most difficult assignment; his beautiful but slightly
foolish and disaffected wife, Iris, with whom he is obsessively in love; and Davis Morel, an iconoclastic black holistic
physician, who is on a personal mission to “lift the yoke of Christian belief from Africa.” The passions of these three
entangle them with a local populist leader, Samuel Kerekang, whose purposes are grotesquely misconstrued by the CIA,
fixated as the agency is on the astonishing collapse of world socialism and the simultaneous, paradoxical triumph of radical
black nationalism in South Africa, Botswana’s neighbor. And when a small but violent insurrection erupts in the wild
northern part of the country, inspired by Kerekang but stoked by the erotic and political intrigues of the American trio—the
outcome is explosive and often explosively funny. Along the way, there are many pleasures. Letters from Ray’s brilliantly
hostile brother and Iris’s woebegone sister provide a running commentary on contemporary life in America. Africa and
Africans are powerfully evoked, and the expatriate scene is cheerfully skewered. Through lives lived ardently in an
unforgiving land, Mortals examines with wit and insight the dilemmas of power, religion, rebellion, and contending versions
of liberation and love. It is a study of a marriage over time, and a man’s struggle to find his way when his private and public
worlds are shifting. It is Norman Rush’s most commanding work.

Girl from the Tea Garden
Short Treatise on the Joys of Morphinism
Written by one of the foremost contemporary authorities on Saint Dominic, this book represents the latest, best, most
concise and readable spiritual biography of Saint Dominic. The focus of the biography is the way in which Saint Dominic
embodied the role of Christ as preacher and the results that came from this grace. From his earliest youth, Sacred Scripture
was the very heart and foundation of Dominic's spiritual life. He never ceased to plunge into the Word of God, to study it, to
pray it. Bedouelle thus documents how Saint Dominic's whole life and mission was one continuous proclamation of the
power of the Gospel to transform individual lives and society. "Written in both a popular and scholarly style, the
combination of historical comprehensiveness and keen theological insight in this work brings Dominic alive as the
contemplative and tireless preacher, fed from a deeply interior stream of life" - Gabriel O'Donnell, O.P., from the Preface

The Jazz Bass Book
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Clare and her fellow Claymores Galatea and Jean must battle the Awakened Beings that are holding them captive. In the
process, they find their captors' true motive: by torturing the warriors, they want to force them to awaken and join them in
a gathering of Yoma. Will Clare and her comrades be able to defeat the Awakened Beings without becoming one
themselves? -- VIZ Media

Crack Down (PI Kate Brannigan, Book 3)
What does innocence, discovery, and motherhood have in common? Freckles and Violet have a special friend on the farm.
Who is it? Springtime on the farm is filled with newness. Read "Curious Freckles," and find out for yourself the fantastically
fun experiences the farm has to offer.

Lithium
'I stare at the coffee I poured myself, and I think: caffeine is a poison that stimulates the heart. There are plenty of
instances of people killing themselves with coffee, hundreds and thousands of them. Caffeine is a deadly poison, maybe
almost as deadly as morphine. Why didn't it ever occur to me before: coffee is my friend!' Drawing on Hans Fallada's own
history of addiction, these two stories and are written with a remarkable, tough, spartan clarity. As a man desperately,
haplessly tries to get enough morphine to make it through the day and a drunk embezzler struggles to get himself arrested,
they are at one second crushing, the next darkly comic. This book includes A Short Treatise on the Joys of Morphinism and
Three Years of Life.

Love So Right
Apple McCoy has given up on love. Preston Lawson has never given up on anything. For years Preston Lawson has loved the
beautiful and unattainable Apple McCoy from afar. Now he’s determined to make her his and he’s not going to let her fear
of falling get in his way… until she bolts the morning after he finally gets her into bed. Apple refuses to let any man get too
close and Preston is no exception. She won’t allow herself to be seduced by the sexy bartender’s flirtatious smiles and
bedroom eyes, which is exactly why she skips town for a much-needed vacation… only to run straight into Preston. It’s not
until they’re in paradise that she finally lets him in, eagerly succumbing to his persistent charms. But what happens when
they return to Jessamine and reality sets in? Will Apple shut him out once more, or will Preston be able to show her just how
right they are together? Love So Right can be read as a standalone. Other books in the Lawson Brothers Series: Love So Hot
Love So True Love So Irresistible Love So Tempting Love So Perfect Love So Unexpected Love So Right Love So Wild
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Necessary Betrayals
Fifteen-year-old Charley Thompson wants a home; food on the table; a high school he can attend for more than part of a
year; and some structure to his life. But as the son of a single father working at warehouses across the Pacific Northwest,
he's been pretty much on his own for some time. Lean on Pete opens as he and his father arrive in Portland, Oregon and
Charley takes a stables job, illegally, at the local race track. Once part of a vibrant racing network, Portland Meadows is now
seemingly the last haven for washed up jockeys and knackered horses, but it's there that Charley meets Pete, an old horse
who becomes his companion as he's forced to try to make his own way in the world. A portrait of a journey - populated by a
vivid cast of characters against a harsh landscape - Lean on Pete is also the unforgettable story of a friendship and of hope
in dark times.

Little Morning Star
For fans of Lauren Kate's Fallen series comes the exciting conclusion to the trilogy that includes The Beautiful and the
Cursed and The Lovely and the Lost. The Waverly sisters must save themselves before all is lost. Since the Waverlys arrived
in Paris, the streets have grown more fearsome by the day. As Ingrid learns to master her lectrux gift, she must watch
Axia's power grow strong enough to extend beyond her Underneath hive. By all indications, the fallen angel's Harvest is
near--and the timing couldn't be worse. Targeted by vengeful gargoyles, Gabby has been exiled to London for her own
protection. Meanwhile, the gargoyle castes are in disarray, divided between those who want Luc to lead them and those
who resent him and his fondness for humans. The Alliance is crumbling from the inside as well, its members turning against
one another, and possibly against the Waverlys, too. Axia has promisted that the world will burn. An now, unable to trust
the Alliance, separated from Luc, Gabby, and her twin, Grayson, Ingrid is left to face the demon uprising alone. Praise for
The Wondrous and the Wicked: “A satisfying, exciting wrap-up to an immersive paranormal series.”—SLJ Praise for the
Dispossessed Trilogy: "A deliciously satisfying mix of historical fiction, mystery, and supernatural romance."-The Bulletin
"Morgan combines fantasy with gothic romance in this well-crafted standout."-Booklist "Forbidden romance and hot kissing
abound."-Kirkus Reviews "Morgan keeps the plot moving with constant actiondark adventure and romance."-SLJ "Morgan's
fluid descriptions, inventive otherworldly elements, and characters with convincing motivations result in an immersive first
installment."-Publishers Weekly From the Hardcover edition.

Dinner's in the Bag
Every girl loves ice cream, right? Not Sofia. She's tried all the flavours, but plain old Vanilla was her downfall. A trip to the
Cayman Islands to give her ex what he deserves is made all the more complicated by her fear of water—not easy to handle
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at the best of times, but he’s taken up residence on a yacht. She cooks up a special recipe for revenge, and it’s a dish best
served chilled. But will handsome stranger Leo add some unwanted heat into the kitchen? Lithium is a standalone romantic
thriller in the Blackwood Elements series. No cliffhanger!

Call Me Home
The Wondrous and the Wicked
Lean on Pete
In this important new volume in the Library of Biblical Theology, Larry W. Hurtado introduces the different understandings
of God that arise in the books of the New Testament, and explores the ramifications of those views for contemporary
theology.

Claymore, Vol. 9
Each page of this small, full-color gift-style book contains a comforting message to help grieving people come to terms with
their loss.

Curious Freckles
Octopus on My Head
From Montreal to Bar Harbour, Louisiana via New York and Florida, former bush pilot and photographer Jack leads us on a
quest to conquer the shadows of a past life and into the heart of an ultimately warm and heady universe. Peace comes at a
price and sometimes that price means burning bridges. Jack and Monica broke up a long time ago, but there is still
something broken inside. After years of silence, the truce is over when Tristan, Monica's younger brother, reappears in
Jack's life. Memories may have been buried deep, but there is no escaping the force of erosion. Tristan talks Jack into a road
trip, a trip without a destination, where the point is to keep moving and open oneself up to chance. What follows is a trip
and an encounter with Nuna, the young woman with disorienting eyes. But a triangle doesn't always travel easily, desire
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being a dangerous fuel. Guillaume Vigneault gives ample proof in this novel of his gift for translating subtle affairs of the
heart. In elegant, measured prose, he paints a portrait of loving and leaving by a new generation.

Animal Biotechnology
Sellers' Midwifery is the established and trusted textbook of midwifery that both students and lecturers have come to rely
on.

Marriage as a Fine Art
Love Tokens
This novel takes the reader on parallel tours into the world of the supernatural and into the life of a young woman
struggling to make peace with the known and the unknown. Told with the skill of a master storyteller.--MacDonald Harris,
author of The Little People.

Saint Dominic
Reproduction of the original: Love Works Wonders by Bertha M. Clay

Cassidy's Girl
Tia and Will’s lives get flipped upside down when they’re voted Yearbook’s Biggest Flirts in this sassy novel from the author
of Endless Summer and The One That I Want. Tia just wants to have fun. She’s worked hard to earn her reputation as the
life of the party, and she’s ready for a carefree senior year of hanging out with friends and hooking up with cute boys. And
her first order of business? New guy Will. She can’t get enough of his Midwestern accent and laidback swagger. As the
sparks start to fly, Will wants to get serious. Tia’s seen how caring too much has left her sisters heartbroken, and she isn’t
interested in commitment. But pushing Will away drives him into the arms of another girl. Tia tells herself it’s no big
deal…until the yearbook elections are announced. Getting voted Biggest Flirts with Will is, well, awkward. They may just be
friends, but their chemistry is beginning to jeopardize Will’s new relationship—and causing Tia to reconsider her true
feelings. What started as a lighthearted fling is about to get very complicated…
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Love Works Wonders
The Dawn Stag
They say that a man needs a woman to go to hell with. Cassidy had two. One was his wife who kept him chained with ties of
fear, jealousy, and paralyzing sexual need. The other was a frail angel with a bottle instead of a halo. With those two,
Cassidy learned that the ride to hell could be twice as fast.

Strange Toys
Burn: Here's how it's going to be, goddess. Until you surrender yourself to me fully, I will not touch you. Until the world can
know you belong to me, I will not kiss you. I'm going to be inches away, at your side. I'm going to whisper in your ear and
put my breath on your neck, but the heat of my skin will not feel the shudder of yours until you commit yourself to me
completely.

Commodity Thermoplastics
In a world where dogs are revered as gods, what's the worst you could be accused of? Dog Crime!

The Rules of Wolfe
"DREAMS OF AMPUTATION reads like the nightmares Derek Raymond might have experienced if he'd written cyberpunk. An
exceptionally strange work, but a smart and thoughtful one as well. Disturbing, haunting, and inimitably weird, this is a
book like no other." - Brian Evenson

Lone Star Joy
Call Me Home has an epic scope in the tradition of Louise Erdrich’s The Plague of Doves or Marilynne Robinson’s
Housekeeping and braids the stories of a family in three distinct voices: Amy, who leaves her Texas home at 19 to start a
new life with a man she barely knows, and her two children, Jackson and Lydia, who are rocked by their parents’ abusive
relationship. When Amy is forced to bargain for the safety of one child over the other, she must retrace the steps in the life
she has chosen. Jackson, 18 and made visible by his sexuality, leaves home and eventually finds work on a construction
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crew in the Idaho mountains, where he begins a potentially ruinous affair with Don, the married foreman of his crew. Lydia,
his 12-year-old sister, returns with her mother to Texas, struggling to understand what she perceives to be her mother’s
selfishness. At its heart, this is a novel about family, our choices and how we come to live with them, what it means to be
queer in the rural West, and the changing idea of home.

The Complete Works of Count Tolstoy
The third stunning thriller in the Kate Brannigan series, from No.1 Sunday Times bestseller Val McDermid. ‘This is crime
writing of the very highest order’ The Times
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